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Abstract. In this short research plan we address the problem of generating modern semantic editors from formal specifications. We aim to tackle this problem
using reference attribute grammars.
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Problem Description and Motivation

There are a lot of programming languages around and the number keeps increasing.
Most of these languages have small communities with limited resources. As a consequence, a lot of development in these languages is performed in simple text editors,
in lack of better semantic tool support. At the same time, users of languages like Java
with larger communities can choose from a set of high-quality semantic editors, like the
Eclipse JDT, IntelliJ IDEA or NetBeans, with modern semantic services like contextsensitive name completion and refactorings [18].
Preferably, it should be simple and fast to develop semantic tools with modern services like these for languages with smaller communities or less resources. However,
these tools are hand-crafted and developed over several years. One appealing approach
to reduce the development time of semantic tools is to generate them from a formal
specification [17]. This approach has several benefits in that it lets developers describe
behavior on a higher conceptual level. Also, the specification is typically smaller than
its manually implemented counterpart, which makes it easier to overview and easier to
change. Another benefit is the possibility to check the specification for semantic errors,
an activity which would require more cumbersome testing in a hand-coded implementation.
We can summarize the above need for semantic editors and the benefits of generation into a problem of generating modern semantic editors from a formal semantic
description. This problem includes technical difficulties such as coping with growing
languages [41] and extensibility, responsiveness and performance of a generated editor,
and flexible descriptions of the views and services of an editor. The rest of this document aims to give a coarse overview of a plan for research addressing this problem.
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Brief Overview of Related Work

There exists several formal means for specifying semantics. For example, attribute
grammars (AGs) by Knuth [26], denotational semantics by Scott and Strachey [39,

42], natural semantics by Kahn [21], and algebraic semantics by Bergstra et al. [4]. We
will focus on reference attribute grammars (RAGs) by Hedin [16], an extended form of
AGs. A benefit of RAGs is their ability to explicitly express super-imposed graphs on
top of an abstract syntax tree (AST). Super-imposed graphs like these can be used to describe for example inheritance and cross-references. RAGs have been shown useful for
describing the semantics of complex languages like Java [13] and Modelica [2]. Some
examples of systems supporting RAGs are JastAdd by Ekman et al. [19, 14], Silver by
van Wyk et al. [44], Kiama by Sloane et al. [40], and Aster by Kats et al.[24].
Examples of earlier systems generating semantic editors from formal specifications include the PSG system by Bahlke et al. [3] using denotational semantics, the
CENTAUR system by Borras et al. [6] using natural semantics, the ASF+SDF metaenvironment [25] using algebraic semantics, the Synthesizer Generator by Reps et al.
[35] using ordered attribute grammars (OAGs) by Kastens [22], and the Lrc system by
Kuipers et al [28] using higher-order attribute grammars by Vogt et al. [46]. OAGs is a
powerful subset of AGs enabling a static evaluation order.
One important property of a semantic editor is incremental updating of the semantic model. Both the Synthesizer Generator and the Lrc system support incremental updating. The statically known evaluation order of OAGs, supported by these systems,
provide sufficient information for incremental updating of attribute values. RAGs have
also been used in the context of editors, in the APPLAB system by Bjarnason et al. [5],
but not in conjunction with incremental updating. In general, RAGs require dynamic
evaluation and incremental updating of RAGs is an open problem.
In recent years, a number of tool generating systems have emerged which extend the
Eclipse Platform. One example is the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) by Budinsky
et al. [8] which provides means for expressing structured data models (graphs). EMF
can generate a basic graphical editor for these models and supports updating of a model
via manual registration of model observers.
Another example is the IDE Meta-tooling Platform (IMP) by Charles et al. [10]
which has a semi-automatic approach to the development of textual semantic editors.
IMP semi-generates text editors using wizards and generation of code skeletons. Developers manually fill in language-specific behavior in these code skeletons. Parsing
is supported by the LPG parser generator, but this is optional as shown in, for example, the Spoofax/IMP system by Kats et al. [23] which extends IMP using a different
parsing technology. Spoofax provides a language workbench which uses strategic term
rewriting [45] to express language semantics.
The EMF project also supports generation of textual editors via the xText project
by Efftinger et al. [12]. In contrast to IMP, xText generates a more complete text editor based on a custom grammar format, using an EMF-based model and an ANTLR
parser. xText uses a combination of the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [43] and
dependency injection to implement semantics.
These frameworks could possibly be used as the target platform for a generated editor based on RAGs. A combination of EMF and JastAdd models have been explored
by Bürger et al. in JastEMF [9]. Another example of a system supporting generation of
textual editors is the MontiCore system by Krahn et al. [27]. MontiCore uses a com-

bined grammar format for concrete and abstract syntax supporting modular language
extensions. This grammar format uses UML-like associations to describe semantics.
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Proposed Solution

In order to address the problem posed in Section 1 we need a formal yet flexible way
to describe the semantics of a language, including the abstract syntax. The semantic
descriptions need to be modular in order to accommodate the need for extensibility.
The semantic formalism also needs to be expressive to such a degree that the semantic information needed by the editing services can be computed. Beyond the need for
pure semantic descriptions, we need a framework surrounding the underlying semantic
model of a program and a means to describe services and views. These descriptions of
services and views should seamlessly connect to the semantic descriptions.
We have chosen to use RAGs for semantic descriptions and we aim to construct a
tool JedGen – JastAdd-based semantic editor generator supporting the remaining parts.
These remaining parts include the framework surrounding a generated editor, means for
describing services and views, and the actual generation of editors. We aim to support
all languages that would benefit from static semantic analysis during development. To
meet the demands on semantic development tools of today we have devised a list of
three areas which a generated editor should support to be on par with hand-crafted
modern semantic editors:
– Incremental update This is a highly desirable part of an interactive tool which affects performance and hence responsiveness. Incremental updating of RAG-based
models is an open problem which we plan to address. A solution can possibly be
based on work by Reps [34], by Jones [20], by Hedin [15], by Boyland [7], and by
Acar et al. [1]. A solution to incremental updating of RAGs would be a contribution
of this thesis.
– Multiple views Different development tasks benefit from different views of source
code artifacts. Here, we include all views, editable or non-editable. This includes
textual editors. Multiple views require a general architecture with support for synchronization and updating in a multi-threaded environment. Also, a generator needs
to support a general way to specify the content and visualization of these views.
Some work has been done on visualizing programs using RAGs [29] which we
plan to extend along with a surrounding framework.
– Modern semantic services Inspection and modification of source code artifacts, requiring context-sensitive static semantic information. Some examples of services
are code smell detection, context-sensitive metrics [11], cross-referencing, renaming and name completion. Promising work by Schäfer et al. [37, 38, 36] show that
RAGs can be used to support sophisticated services like refactorings, and work
by Nilsson-Nyman et al. [33] show how RAGs can be used to find dead code.
The potential contributions of this work are further explorations of descriptions
of semantic service information and service descriptions seamlessly connecting to
RAG-based semantic descriptions.

4

Research Method

Our research method is constructive and experimental. We base our research on the
hypothesis that "RAGs can be used to generate modern semantic editors", which we aim
to demonstrate using a prototype. The development of a RAG-based generator prototype
makes our research constructive.
The plan for the development of JedGen includes two phases – a prototype framework and a prototype generator. The purpose of the first phase is to build the general
framework needed around a generated editor. This work can be separated into three subparts – the development of incremental updating of RAG-based ASTs, the development
of mechanisms for access and updating of the ASTs in a general way and specification
of views and services.
During the first phase the goal is to stepwise develop non-generated editor extensions to existing RAG-based compilers as a means for evaluation of the framework.
Currently, we are working with editor extensions for Java and Modelica. We aim to
evaluate these prototypes experimentally with regard to behavior (e.g., with regard to
correctness), coverage (e.g., the range of errors that a generated editor can locate), efficiency (e.g., the performance of semantic analysis), and effort (e.g., line of code of an
editor specification) The purpose of the second phase is to develop a prototype generator
based on experiences gained in the previous phase. This includes a general description
format for definition of editors based on an abstract syntax.
The JedGen tool is still in its first phase, but an alpha version of the tool supporting
a semantic editing model has been used by Schäfer et al. in their exploration of refactorings [37, 38]. JedGen has also been used by several undergraduate students, as a part
of their thesis work [31, 30, 32], and in a graduate course on RAGs.
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